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DPS Guwahati
PROSPECTUS
2015-16

Incredible

Motto

The DPS Society “Service before Self ”
With a vision to cater to the need of education for the global citizens and with the motto 'Service Before Self' the society established its ﬁrst school
in Mathura Road in 1949. The DPS Society, a non-proﬁt, non-proprietary association working for educational excellence enjoys a rich experience
of six decades providing education to a wide community and contributing to individual, community and national progress. With over 150 schools
in India and 20 schools abroad the DPS Society is focussed to intellectual, social, emotional, physical, spiritual and aesthetic development of each
child.

Incredible

Leaders

I send my greetings and good wishes to Delhi Public
School Guwahati on the occasion of the publication
of the next issue of the school's prospectus 2015-16.
V.K. Shunglu
Chairman DPS Society

With ongoing 10 years at its back DPSG has proved
itself much matured with its abounding success and
bountiful accolades. It has stood tall in academics
and has traversed miles in non academic activities as
well thereby establishing itself as the ﬁrst choice of
parents. And that is possible only by the unstinted
efforts of the Principal and teachers where every
teacher in DPS Guwahati helps each student
through the journey of self-discovery and provides
them with wings to ﬂy to fulﬁll their dreams. I send
my best wishes to the Principlal, Mrs. Chandralekha
Rawat and her team of teachers for taking the school
to greater heights.
Pramod Grover
Chairman DPS Guwahati &
Treasurer DPS Society

It is heartening to learn that the school is coming out
with special publications on the eve of completing
ten years of dedication to serve who need it the
most. It has been a niche carved out of the difﬁcult
and challenging times. The overwhelming response
itself speaks of the great success.
I offer my greetings and best wishes to all the faculty,
contributors and particularly you the leader who
made it all possible.
With regards,
B.P. Khandelwal
Vice Chairman DPS Guwahati &
Member DPS Society

Indoctrination of life can be achieved only by having humility
for the society and an open mindedness to deliver and to be
causal to its growth. With this mindset, DPS Guwahati has set a
tradition to give an environment to the students to explore the
possibilities around and not to sit in the bandwagon. With
ample opportunities to foster creativity at all levels the school
tries to nurture each talent in its stress free ambience with a
unique approach to education and philanthropic attitude to
society in future.
I am conﬁdent that with the beginning of academic session
2015-16 the team will take the school to greater heights. I wish
the team a great success in their humble endeavour and welcome
new arrivals in the family.
Ashok Kumar Pansari
Pro-Vice Chairman DPS Guwahati

DPS Guwahati where trust is our tradition is an embodiment of
new dreams and new commitments to compete with self thus
promising students yet a better future. Because, we relish the joy
of journey, the students are given abundance of opportunities
for realization of self and to excel their innate potential
With the advent of session 2015-16, I welcome the new students
to this great institution and hope that they will be able to carry
the ethos and legacy of DPS Guwahati wherever they go.
Chandralekha Rawat
Principal, DPS Guwahati

Incredible

Force Behind

A great commencement Gyan Sarovar Foundation & The DPS Society
Gyan Sarovar Foundation - a registered body under the society's registration act of 1986 came into
existence in the year 2003 as a brain Child of three leading industrialists, educationists and
philanthropists of the region – Mr. K C Lohia, Mr. R A Agarwalla and Mr. A K Pansari.
Having established GSF, the three patrons started DPS Guwahati under the aegis of the DPS Society
with a noble intention of providing quality education in the north-east.

Mr. A.K. Pansari

Mr. K.C. Lohia

Mr. R.A. Agarwalla

Incredible

Infrastructure

A Vibrant Campus
DPS Guwahati sprawls over 60 bighas, with approximately 75% of open space, in sylvan retreats
of chuckling hills. The school boasts of its world class infrastructure, sports grounds, carefully
manoeuvred lawns and well crafted recreation parks. It welcomes one and all to an abode of
serenity and tranquillity, yet bringing together the cosmopolitan and technologically advanced
education systems.

Incredible

Endorsement

The Accreditations
Delhi Public School is afﬁliated to CBSE for the Secondary School Examination (X) and for Senior
Secondary Examination (XII) for all three streams viz, Science Commerce and Humanities. The
school is associated with the prestigious Spic-Macay Cultural Society and has invited several
prestigious artists of national and international repute as an endeavour to provide the cultural
exposure to the students to understand the rich and varied culture of the country. The course of
Prathama, Madhyama & Visharad in vocal, instrumental music and two dance forms – Bharat
Natyam & Kathak are afﬁliated to Bhatkhande Vidyapeeth

Incredible

Foundation
Begins

PGI and PGII
Armed with insurmountable love and umpteenth care, our trained teachers in Play Groups with wide array of experience
of handling toddlers, are ever ready to nourish the budding minds. The curriculum here being comprehensive and child
friendly promotes creativity for learning

Incredible

Optimism
Nurtured

I to V
Students in classes I to V are introduced to a viable academics and the vibrant world of learning beyond the classroom.
They are provided with the basics of the academics without even making them realize that they are being taught. Here they
just love the process of learning.

Incredible

Aspirations
to Learn

VI to X
With the love for extensive learning in Primary Classes, the students in classes VI to X are exposed to a variety of
dreams. A stress free curriculum supported by child friendly and lively class room transactions ensures that progress,
development & improvement are well synchronized in the child to meet the international standards

Incredible

Colossal
Plunge

XI & XII
Ready to embark on an all new world, pupils by now have gathered enough conﬁdence and knowledge about the self & the
environment to make viable decisions and judge right from wrong. In classes XI & XII, we just ferry them across holding
their hands to the destination they choose. They are now ready to face the challenges of the world.

Incredible

Ecstasy

Counselling
Supported by a team of counsellors the school guides parents if required and students with any sort of psychological and emotional
disturbances during the school hours. Through Career Counselling we help our students choose an appropriate course and university of their
choice within India and abroad.

E- Learning
Teaching in DPS Guwahati is supported by the digital board and electronic support. In collaboration with Teach Next and Mind spark the
school provides digital and on line learning solutions to students from PG to Class XII.

Incredible

Abundance
of happiness

Library
Our two libraries – one for Elementary and the other for the Secondary and Sr. Secondary students are
well stocked with the text books, audio and audio visual gadgets, reference books, journals and
magazines. Students and teachers have free access to these resources for their academic pursuit.

Joy
Our caring approach helps students develop strong sense of self esteem and responsibility towards
themselves and society that encourages them to take life's inevitable setbacks and failures with a smile.

Incredible

Thrill

Enlivening Sports
All boys and girls are encouraged to take up regular sports activities in the school – both team as well as individual games. Through such
participation while ensuring good health, students also acquire valuable life skills, team spirit, reliability and dedication.

Incredible

Rapture

Humming Tranquil Rhythm
The range of clubs and activities offered is varied and broad from sports to music and other performing arts, ﬁne arts to cookery to
creative arts which helps foster the physical, organization and teamwork skills of students.

Incredible

Clubs

Photography & Heritage that binds
Photography, heritage, and literary clubs are some of our club activities after the school hours for
students of classes VI and above. The photo shoots on these pages have been done by Dipsites of
the clubs.

Incredible

Hostel

Care like Home
The DPS Hostel with its 300 inmates is an inspiring home for all. The air conditioned hostel houses both the boys and girls in two separate
blocks and serves veg and non veg meals in a homely atmosphere. It offers modern two seater/ four seater/eight seater rooms for classes VI
and above & yet bigger dormitories for classes III, IV & V. It is equipped with two separate audio-visual halls for girls and boys ﬁtted with
home theatres and a common recreational arena with various indoor games like pool, billiards, TT etc.
Special Prep classes are arranged round the week where the teachers provide personal care to the boarders in individual subjects.

Incredible

Credibility

It is pleasure and privilege for me to put my son to
DPS Guwahati once again after my return back to
Guwahati. Since my children were ﬁrst admitted and
now there is a sea of change in the growth of the
school. It is always a treat to meet the staff and the
authorities who are always welcoming no matter what.
I congratulate and commend the very committed
Principal and teaching faculty of this school for
maintaining such a high standard of education that
nurtures the core values of life and brings out the best
in the students. My heartfelt congratulations and
good wishes to the management of the school for
crossing many more milestones in future.

"A Journey towards Perfection"
It is my pleasure to mention that I had enrolled my
daughter, Ayesha in 2006 and son Iqbal, in 2007 at
DPS Guwahati, a hallowed educational institution
with great expectations on their luminous educational
performance along with their strong personality
development and robust character building. During
my cherished association with this much acclaimed
institution, I have seen DPS Guwahati grow from
strength to strength, setting new benchmarks in
personalized care of each child and the institution has
not belied my expectations in imparting the best in
quality education and personal excellence.

Biswa Ranjan Samal, IAS
Commissioner & Secretary
Minorities Welfare & Dev and WPT & BC Deptts.
Assam

In this period, I have increasingly gained conﬁdence in
'Brand DPS', and consistency in the school's pursuit
will go a long way in establishing itself as an institution
of unrivalled primacy.

Ever since my daughter, Mahashweta enrolled in DPS
Guwhati I have noticed that the school has really
opened a new horizon for her as well as other students.
The school has broken the stereotype barriers and
traditional norms of learning which normally hinders
the intellectual growth and freedom of the students.
The school is not merely a school alone. It is an
extended family of students, teachers and parents.
While the teachers are humble the school gives a
climate which caters to the emotional and intellectual
needs of the students. I am glad that my daughter is in
DPS Guwahati where she is getting the kind of care
and nurture that is shaping her into a complete
individual will forge her to accept bigger challenges of
life and I am positive that my daughter along with
other students will emerge as a compassionate adult
with respect for human dignity and values and not
merely a professional par excellence.

Prof. Ilias Ali MS
Professor of Surgery, Head of the department of Emergency
Medicine, Gauhati Medical College, Guwahati
The State Master Trainer cum State Nodal Ofﬁcer, NSV,
Govt. of Assam
Senior Consultant, Family Planning, NHM, Assam

Dr. Monoj Hazarika
Associate Professor
Deptt. of Geography, Cotton College

As an introvert, initially I perceived that walls of Delhi
Public School, Guwahati were insurmountable. But as
soon as I entered, I was embraced by the supportive
faculty and peers. This school has not only offered me
plenty of opportunities, but also the conﬁdence to
seize them. The nourishment and constant guidance
provided by the teachers of DPSG is unparallel. And
an invariably improving student society only
motivates me to perform better. All in all, I may have
been in this school for just over a year but it feels like I
belong here.
Bharbi Hazarika
Class: XII-E

I have been in the DPS Guwahati Hostel for the last 3
years and it has been a wonderful experience. It has
been a home away from home. Our group tutors in the
hostel are our true guardians. We fall back on them
whenever we need help. Special prep classes are also
organized for us after school. Day school teachers stay
back after school to teach and clear our doubts. I have
developed a close bond with other boarders and
faculty members and they are my family. The hostel
has taught me to love, share and care for each other.

It feels as if only a day has passed since I ﬁrst came
into this wonderful and top notch institution,
although there is a considerable time gap from that
point to the point when I'm writing this extract. In its
true sense, this institution is a home away from home.
This institution has made me what I am now. My
sojourn in DPS Guwahati has been a great and
immensely satisfying experience and I hope it turns
out to be the same for all the dipsites to come.

John Britto Abrio D. Sangma
Class: XII-E

Rahil Alam
Class: XII-B

DPS Guwhati
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Class III to VIII

Refundable - only on
withdrawal from the school
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Student Admit Card

Entrance Test
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Registration No.:

Class :

Name:
Date of Birth:

Sex:

Date of Entrance Test:
Time:
Note: 1. Kindly reach the school half and hour before the scheduled Examination time.
2. Candidates will be allowed to entre the examination hall upon producing this admit card.
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DPS Guwahati

Ahom Gaon,
NH 37, Nr. ISBT,
Guwahati 781035
Phone : 03612270202/03 Fax : 0361-2270205
WLL : 0361-2134336 Hostel 03612270056/37
Email : principaloffice@dpsguwahati.in
Web : www.dpsguwahati.in

